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Full Frame Specification Analysis
PART ONE - Establishing a Full Frame Specification for Subsequent Image Analysis
Because of my film analysis work, as well as the responding analysis of others to the work I
presented, a considerable discussion has ensued about what exactly is "Full Frame" or what the
dimensional specifications are which can be relied upon for other calculation and analysis.
On thing which I have learned in the time since the first report section release in May, 2009, is
that the term "Full Frame" actually is a variable or imprecise term, depending on 16mm camera
type. Each camera manufacturer can make their camera gate aperture opening to their own specs,
and often included purposeful irregular shapes on one or both frame sides to produce a visible
"Camera Identification Mark" in the exposed film, thus allowing a method of identifying the
camera merely by inspection of the exposed film (assuming a camera original film).
Also, magazine type cameras for 50' loads of 16mm film, which were popular in the 60's, had
their own unique criteria for defining a full frame. The magazine itself has an aperture gate aside
from the camera's aperture gate, and the magazine aperture defines the frame vertical height,
while the camera aperture defines the frame width and allows for the camera identification mark
to imprint on the film stock.
The result of this investigation was to realize the general concept of "true full frame" may have a
generic specification, as noted in the ASC Manual (and which I relied on in my first report
release material), but actual "full frame" to be used in any image analysis must derive from an
actual test on the specific camera used or footage from that camera, so I have had to do a new
analysis on what is "true full frame" for the PGF, taken with a Kodak K-100 camera, single lens
version, like Patterson actually used for the Bluff Creek footage of the PGF.
So I have reviewed the issue and spent some time doing simple foundation work to establish a
basic PGF Full Frame Image Specification for my subsequent analysis and revisions to my report
in the future.
This specification will aid any researchers who in the future may reference the images I have
scanned of various film copies, or reference other prior imagery to my scan data for scaling. The
unfortunate reality of almost all frame copies and images from the film, prior to my effort, had no
reliable dimensional measure which could be referenced and relied upon for such matters as
calculating the subject's true height in frame, for use in the optical formula I have referenced
throughout my report.
So this foundation material will provide a factual measurement standard for future research.

Foundation Data - The ASC Manual (published by the American Society of Cinematographers),
second edition, 1966, provides a diagram (page 287, shown immediately below) and description
(page 282 and 283, shown next page) of 16mm film stock dimensions and related specifications.
These are ASA (American Standards Association) manufacturing specifications, thus
photographic industry standard.

The measurement identified above as "B" is "pitch" (distance from sprocket hole to the next, and
thus the pulldown image area where each new frame can be exposed). The ASC Manual notes
that there is both a long pitch film stock, with true 0.3000" pref-to-perf (and thus frame to frame
distance) and a short pitch (0.2994" perf-to-perf) film stock are made. It does note (copied below)
the long pitch stock is more generally used for copy stock and reversal-type camera original
stocks which are intended for direct projection. Short Pitch stocks were commonly used for
camera original where it is assumed that copies or prints will be made from the camera stock
(camera negative stock being the most likely), as of 1966 when this edition was published.
The Kodachrome II stock used by Patterson in 1967 is a reversal film stock, generally intended
for consumer use and direct projection, which meets the ASC criteria for a long pitch stock.
However, more current versions (as of 2002, 35 years after the PGF was filmed) of Kodachrome
film stock are specifically short pitch, as noted in the most current Kodak spec sheets on these
films.
K-40 type 7270 is short pitch (from a March 2002 spec sheet)
K-25 7267 is short pitch

For an understanding of why films were set up with these two different specifications, the
following description from the 1966 ASC Manual explains this well.

The relevance of this is a question of exactitude, and critics like to argue for a lack of exactitude
as a flaw in a presentation, by looking at ever increasing degrees of precision, or lack of
precision, as a way to criticize an analysis.
Given the discrepancy between these specifications (short vs long pitch), plus the question of
how a copy stock which is stated as long pitch (and the copies I have scanned are thus
presumably on long pitch stock) impacts upon the various measurements herein, I will be citing
both a short pitch and long pitch specification herein for various discussions.
It should be noted that on this basis, my reliance on the long pitch 0.3000" specification in
general, and the assumption of it as the spacing between frames on the PGF camera original
would be 0.3000" (example, measured from base line of one frame image to the base line of the
next image, the pulldown distance frame to frame), may have an error of -0.2% if subsequent
research confirms the old K-II film stock of the 60's was short pitch.
So this report release will acknowledge a 0.2% margin of error based on this issue of film pitch
dimension, until such time as all film pitch related issues may be cleared up.
For this analysis, a long pitch, 0.3000" specification will be used for the pulldown distance from
baseline of one frame to baseline of the next. For the PGF film I scanned, a true full frame

contact print, the image was set up for subsequent measurement by establishing a crop of the
scan from true baseline of image frame to the baseline of the next image frame, and then scaling
this cropped image to 3000 pixels high, so one pixel represents 0.0001".
This calibration image is shown below, but reduced to accommodate the PDF document. The
PGF Image is a 50% blend of the two copies of the same frame, and has the 50% grey border for
the cropped version on sides and bottom.

Base Components of my Calibration Image:
Actual size in Photoshop File: 3000 pixels high by 4320 pixels wide.
File Size: 96MB
The grey top margin represents the black unexposed image area between frames in the PGF full
frame scan. It is 0.008" in height (short pitch would yield 0.007984")
The Blue Side borders represent the side edges of the PGF full frame image side boundaries.The
full frame image width is inside these two blue borders.
The PGF image section has two frames from the same frame number, one from the scan of Mrs.
Patterson's archive film copy (scanned on June 25, 2009), which is a full frame contact print, and
a second image from a scan of John Green's optically printed copy (scanned on Feb. 1, 2009),
one of several copies John possessed, and from a generational copy level not yet determined.

Copy generational level is still under analysis, so no further references will be noted herein to
such.
The two versions, representing a true full frame image size, and a cropped optically printed copy
size, are shown below. The left half is the true full frame, while the right, with it's conspicuous
black borders on side and bottom, represents the cropping caused by the optical printing process.

Establishing a Measure Bar for the Image:
In Photoshop, a measure bar was constructed by a text layer with a lower case "L" (Arial font), so
one letter was typed, then two spaces, then a letter, etc. until a group of eleven equally spaced "L"
bars were composed. Blue reference dots indicated the 1st and 11th (thus 10 spaces apart) and a
blue dot for the midpoint of 5 spaces). This bar was copied and pasted to build a measure bar
with easily visible increments of 5, 10, and 50 spaces.
A measure bar from this was assembled with 150 spaces, and rotated 90 degrees to measure top
to bottom of the image. The measure was scaled to the full 3000 pixels image height, so that each
measure increment was 20 pixels or 0.002" (a short pitch calculation would be each measure
increment is 19.96 pixels or 0.001996").

Then a copy of this bar was pasted into a new layer and rotated 90 degrees for a horizontal
measure bar identical in scale to the vertical one calibrated to the image vertical scale, the single
most reliable measurement.
A second horizontal measure bar was added and joined to the first, to extend the measure beyond
the 3000 pixels it originally was when copied from the vertical form.
This resulted in a true measure bar for both horizontal and vertical dimensions of the film in its
varied crop forms.
Result:
PAC #1 (Patterson Archive Copy #1), contact printed, measured as follows:
Image height:
0.292" 7.416 mm
Image Width:
0.401" 10.185 mm
Separation black space between image frames 0.008" 0.203mm
JGC (John Green Copy) optically printed and thus cropped, measured as follows:
Image height: 0.285" 7.239 mm
Image Width; 0.385" 9.779 mm
Separation black space between image frames 0.015" (0.008" on top, 0.007" on bottom)
Margin of error of +- 0.5% should be factored in, based on blur of frame image edge on high
magnification inspection.
Measures shown below are true size from the Photoshop Source file, for the four edges (top,
bottom, left, and right) where the measure bars meet the edge.

Discrepancy of Measurement:
In the NASI Report, which relied on the one previous scan of the PAC (Patterson Archive Copy)
of the film, the NASI report lists different numbers for frame width and frame height. This data is
shown below:

But it also lists a sprocket to sprocket center measure (red dot) which is less than the image
height measure (blue dot), and that would mean frame images slightly double expose over each
other (which clearly IS NOT present in the film) and there would be no black unexposed
separation between frames, (which clearly IS present on the film). Thus inspection of the film
verifies that image frame vertical height MUST be smaller than sprocket-to-sprocket center
distance, and a black unexposed frame image separation area must also be measured. The
combination of image frame height, and frame black separation area height, should total
sprocket-to-sprocket distance measured.
On this basis, I cannot determine why the NASI measurements are different, or even how they
were determined, and thus I cannot rely upon them for this analysis. I will rely on the
methodology and determinations I have noted above from my own research and test analysis.

Lens Specification Analysis
25mm Lens Calibration based on image measure test of May 3, 2009
The scanned test frame, as a basis of this analysis, is below:

Lens Optical Center to Ruler: 72"
Ruler angle to camera centered line of view: 90 degrees
Ruler width: 48"
Ruler visible in film frame: 28.8" total width (Horizontal view)
Calculated HAOV (Horizontal Angle of View): 22.62 degrees.
For a 0.401" film gate aperture width, a 1" lens (25.4mm focal length) will make an angle
approximating 22.66 degrees (to the tolerances of my test software computation). A true 25mm
(0.984") lens will make an angle of 23.04 degrees on a 0.401" film gate.
Error: 0.17% (assuming Kodak used true 1" or 25.4mm as design spec)
Error:

1.85% (assuming Kodak used true 25mm or 0.984" as design spec)

Discussion of Film Lens and Possible Variations
It has been my contention that the camera filming the PGF does not have a 25mm lens on it.
Since this has been announced, there has been some intriguing discussion about this subject. The
principle issue is that with a 25mm lens on the K-100 camera Patterson used, the subject being
filmed may be well under 5' tall, which essentially contradicts all reports and claims, both real
and hoaxed, for the subject seen walking through the scene. Various methods have been
suggested by other researchers to modify the input numbers of the optical formula to restore a
subject height to about 6' tall. One such modified number is the lens focal length, and the
following discussion addresses two claims of modification.
Lens effective focal length - A shorter focal length would affect the optical formula to yield a
taller subject, for any given distance, so the idea has been offered that the lens may not have had
an effective (true working) focal length of 25mm or 1' (25.4mm), but rather may have had a true
effective focal length shorter. Focal length numbers such as 23mm and 22.5mm are some of the
numbered argued by other researchers.
This is problematic in two ways. One must either argue for a true lens of correct focal length,
which is of that stated specification, or argue for a lens rated and sold with a 25mm specification
but to be so off spec as to be falsely advertised.
Considering the first, there is no known lens listed in the 5 pages of Cine Camera Lens known to
exist in 1966 and evaluated by the ASC in their Manual chart, page s 236 to 240 . The pages
are copied herein in APPENDIX A below (end of this report update).
There are many 25mm lenses listed. Indeed, almost every manufacturer who makes 16mm
camera lenses has a 25mm lens in its inventory. But the next step down is a 20mm Baltar, and
below that, there are quite a few options between the 20mm and a 15mm Kodak makes for the K100. But between 25mm and 20mm, there is nothing. So any claim that such a prime (non-zoom)
lens exists, with a "C" mount that allows it to fit on a K-100 camera, is an extraordinary claim
requiring proof before said lens focal length can even be reasonably considered as an option to
discuss, much less to support any proof.
The alternate argument is to claim a 25mm lens is actually off spec by a +- 5% to 10% of rated or
advertised focal length compared to actual effective functional focal length. In other words, the
argument is that a lens sold and described as a "25mm lens" may actually be a 23mm (or other
lesser number) in functional effect. This raises the question of what kind of quality control may
be found in movie camera lenses for 16mm cameras.
A lens quality control statement for the Kodak Ektar lenses has not been located so far, but a
Kodak slide projector brochure does have an interesting statement about Kodak's level of lens
quality. In this brochure, for Kodak's "Ektapro Select" Projector FF Lens series, it states that "
Each Lens has individual focal length information accurate to 0.1mm. This means the tolerances
on the 93mm lens are a mere +- 0.5mm." The brochure page is shown below.

This results in a lens spec true to rated focal length within a +- 0.537%, or about 1/10th to 1/20th
the error range researchers are suggesting the PGF filming Kodak Cine Ektar lens might be off
spec.
For a company that has always taken pride in its excellence in the Photographic field, a
suggestion that its line of Cine lenses for 16mm film cameras is 10 to 20 times more prone to
focal length error than it's slide projector lenses are, does seems to be an extraordinary claim. My
testing of one 25mm Cine Ektar lens, noted above, found the lens well within the tolerances of
the Kodak Projector lens, indeed even more precise, if anything.
So the argument of a lens being so off spec in actual working focal length should be regarded as
an extraordinary claim needing actual proof such a lens exists with such incredibly poor quality
control.

That fact of the matter is that any argument for lens focal lengths less than 25mm (but greater
than the 20mm Baltar known), such as in the 24mm, 23mm or 22mm range, is a claim which has
no merit until an actual lens is identified that exists to those specifications. Only then can any
argument or proof be considered meritorious enough for further scrutiny and a realistic solution
to the PGF analysis.

From the standpoint of hypothetical exercises, certainly anyone can consider a "hypothetical
lens" for speculative analysis, but such speculative analysis, based on a hypothetical lens, has no
weight of proof and certainly does not disprove or refute anything in my report analysis.

Subject Image Height Analysis

One of the more important uses of the frame height measurement (from the first section of this
report release) is to determine the film's subject height in frame, as one input number for the
classic optical formula I referenced in my main report release, and which is documented in the
report website. That is one of three input numbers I am using to make subject height calculations.
It is in this respect that the film image measurable height becomes important, and precision of the
measurement becomes valuable to this research.
Subject height in frame, as a measurable dimension in fractions of an inch or in mm, is essential
for applying the optical formula. But the subject height can be calculated in "height as posed" or
"standing height" (which would be the subject's height when standing straight up with full
upright posture, not a walking or striding posture). "Height as posed" is to some extent less than
standing height, but the extent is subject to considerable debate. Other researchers have used
more generous percentages or allowances for expanding "Height as posed" into an estimated
standing height, but I find that using a human figure posed to match a frame, and then the same
human model straightened up to measure true standing height as being the most reliable method,
and the one method I endorse. Using generic computation percentages is far too error prone,
because those computations cannot be certified as measuring the same human posture in a
walking stride as the film's subject. This methodology I employ does do so, and thus is more
reliable.
The method I have used incorporates a human digital model of a body proportion I have
previously established as having a good match to the anatomical proportions of the subject
figure, including a oddly short lower leg in proportion to upper leg (a low crural index). I have
used that same digital model for the three new comparisons I offer herein.
In three frames, two of which have clear view of the subject including a foot or feet, and the
classic F352 (which has one knee but no feet seen). We know that the subject is walking away
from the camera during this sequence, so we should expect the true standing height to diminish
as the frame sequence progresses. So if it is argued that I should scale the subject larger in F352,
I would need to scale the subject larger in the other two examples as well, or else we will not
have a diminishing height, which would then contradict the fact we can clearly see the subject
moving away from camera, a cause for a diminishing image size.
The use of modeling subject height in multiple frames thus allows the rate of height change to be
one form of verification of the accuracy of the digital model comparison, a verification which is
absent when only one frame is used as the comparison.
Method:
Each film frame was first set up as a true full frame 3000 pixel high source image (including
black frame seperation section), similar to the measuring image frame described above. Then, the
image was cropped to a 600 x 600 pixel image crop around the subject figure. This insured that

the measure of the digital model, in pixels high, had a precise correlation back to the true frame
height, and thus a precise percentage for the subject height in frame.
The digital model was posed in DAZ Studio software, using the 600 x 600 pixel crop as a
backdrop image. The result was rendered and saved. Then the subject model was rotated to a true
profile in place, so it did not scale any larger to the render camera, and the digital model was then
"straightened up" to a full upright standing posture. Then it was rendered out and saved.
The three composites, shown below for the three frames, have the digital model posed to
replicate the film subject posture, then the digital model standing straight up, and the
measurement statistics.

Blue bars show where the measurements were taken for each height measure, the exact pixels
being inside the two blue bars (top and bottom). For standing height, the camera perspective
causes the right foot to appear longer, and the left far foot appear shorter, so a midline between
the heel base heights was taken as the correct height for the body midline (centered, left to right,
and directly below the head).The following statistics are drawn from these three model
comparisons:
Standing Height: 507 pixels, to 495 pixels, to 475 pixels, an appropriate diminishing height as
subject walks away from camera.
Height as posed fluctuates from height standing up, depending on which part of the walk cycle
the frame captures, but the variance is from +5.5% to +8.2%.
Comparing the change in diminishing size to frame, we see that from the first example to the
second example is a reduction of height of 02.4%
(from 507 pixels, as 100% to 495 pixels as 97.6%) for 24 frames (0.100% per frame),
and a diminishing of height from the second to third of 4.1% for 41 frames (0.100% per frame).
So we have a rate of diminishing size consistent between the two samples.
So to argue that one particular digital model comparison is wrongly scaled would necessitate
comparing how a proposed scaling correction affects this diminishing factor which is validated
by the film observation that the subject is, in fact, generally walking away from camera (except
briefly in the "look back") and thus must diminish in size (because the camera is stationary at this
point, as verified by the fixed scaling of the background landscape objects).
A variable in height calculation is the somewhat pointed head shape of the film subject, and this
may increase the calculated subject height by about 0.2 %, in the "as posed" measure, because the

head generally tilts down and the back point raises up, but this increase would tend to be less a
factor in the standing height, because straightening the head puts the pointed skull more on the
back of the head and less on the top. So it has not been factored into this analysis of standing
height in frame, but other researchers may choose to argue for a height increase on this basis. But
anything more than a claim of increasing height by 0.2% (of total image frame height) would
require some well documented illustration and methodology of determination.
Conclusion:
The subject's true standing height in the three example frames, translated into a "subject height in
frame", (the "A" value in the optical formula) in true measurable height, as follows:
F287

Subject True (Standing) Height in Frame is 0.0507" 1.284mm

F311

Subject True (Standing) Height in Frame is 0.0495" 1.254mm

F352

Subject True (Standing) Height in Frame is 0.0474" 1.201mm

Reviewing the formula itself, for reference:

Height Analysis of Subject
If we apply the above F352 subject height standing, 0.0474" and a 25mm (0.984") lens
specification (which will yield a slightly taller subject height calculation than the 25.4mm spec
would), the following chart shows what subject height we may expect for a given distance from
camera to subject in the F352 point of filming.
distance, subject to camera

subject height

90'

4.33'

95'

4.57'

100'

4.81'

105'

5.05'

110'

5.29'

115'

5.39'

120'

5.78'

125'

5.97'

Current investigation of the subject position from camera in relation to a scaled site model puts
the subject at less than 105' from camera for F352, so if a 25mm lens is used on the K-100
camera which took the PGF, then the filmed subject is under 5' tall.
Arguments of a greater distance (more than 105') are essentially the only way one can
responsibly argue for a subject taller than 5', if a 25mm lens is specified on the PGF camera.
It should be noted as well that a 14.5" foot on a 5' tall subject scales to almost 25% or 4 foot
lengths, for standing body height. To argue for 5 foot length's for standing height requires a 12"
foot, not a 14.5" one.
So this researcher still finds that the prospect of a true 25mm lens on the PGF camera creates far
more problems than it solves and thus is not the likely solution to the PGF film. However,
attempts to determine subject height must consider actual known lenses of shorter focal length,
because an actual lens was on the PGF camera, not a hypothetical lens.
The Lens list follows as Appendix A.

Lens Data Appendix A
Blue dots - 25mm lenses

19 total

Red Dot - 20mm Lens

1 only

Green Dot - Lenses between 15mm and 20mm

8 lenses total

No lenses listed are more than 20mm and less than 25mm.
Zoom Lenses are excluded because a zoom lens could not work on the K-100 camera and allow
the photographer to have any viewfinder estimation of the image the lens was taking.

